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What are Reviews?
• A read and constructive critique of the
proposal at various stages of the lifecycle
• Cost-effective way to improve a proposal

Every proposal should undergo
at least one internal review prior to
submission.
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Why Have Reviews?
• Ensure that proposals are complete,
compliant, and competitive
• Provide writers with collaborated,
constructive guidance to improve the
proposal quality
• Raise your competitiveness and increase
probability of win
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What Does Quality Mean
in a Proposal?
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Proposal Quality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section L
Section M
Compliance
Section C
Follows RFP instructions
Follows evaluation criteria
Customer focus
Easy to read and navigate
Win themes clear
Discriminators obvious
Sound and clear solution
Clear customer benefits linked
to solution
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spelling
Grammar
One voice
Editors
Layout
Appearance
Price to win
Cost competitiveness
Visuals are
– Compelling
– Consistent with text
– Complemented with action
captions
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Proposal Quality
• Succinctly defines customer’s
•
•
•
•
•
•

problem/requirements
Clearly ties problem/
requirements to solution
Ghosts competition
Claims substantiated by proof
Clearly conveys “why us?”
Assumptions are called out
Credible credentials

•
•
•
•
•

No Conflict of Interest
Technically correct
No gaps in strategy
Cost realism
Does not assume prior
knowledge by the reader
• No fluff

– Clear, concise, focused, and
on-point
– Low risk
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Proposal Quality
• Evidence of Customer Focus
– Customer vision statement
– Aligns vision with solution
– Names buyer more often than
seller
– Cites prioritized hot buttons
– Cites buyer before seller
– Offers customer‐focused proof
– Cites benefits before features
and validation
– Uses the customer’s
terminology
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• Solution
– What is our solution?
– How will we deliver?
– What is the quantifiable benefit or
impact?
– Where have we done it before
(proof)?

• Resumes
– Highlight relevant experience
– Clearly meets requirements

• Past performance
– Accurate/current contact info
– Clearly cites relevant experience
– Cites benefits realized
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Proposal Quality
Proposal
Quality

Blue
Evaluation
Score

Proposal
WIN!

Start early to define the proposal quality factors for
your proposal, and use them in your reviews!
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What do the Colors
Mean?

Gold Team

Red Team

Process for each review:
Prepare – Perform – Respond
Green Team

• Final Corporate
Approval of Proposal
and Price

Pink Team

• Evaluate Proposal for Customer Focus,
Completeness, Communication of Strategy
• Predict how Customer will Score Proposal

Blue Team

• Review Cost/Price Solution and
Alignment with Strategy
• Validate Strategy Deployment
• Verify Execution of Customer
Issues
• Approve Capture Plan
• Validate Win Strategy
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Each review opens the
door for improved proposal
quality and increased
probability of win (Pwin)
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Timing
Capture

Proposal

BLUE TEAM

RFP
Release

PINK
TEAM

Post Submittal

RED TEAM

GREEN
TEAM

Submit

Award

Reviews are conducted at key points in the bid lifecycle.
Adjust as necessary to meet the bid schedule.
The PINK and RED team reviews are the most valuable
to the proposal review process.
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Blue Team
• Validate thoroughness and
completeness of win strategy
• Test strategy against prospect
needs and requirements
• Resolve shortcomings
• Counteract competitor
Blue Team
strengths

• Validate strategy provides clear
advantage over competitors
– Technical, price, risk, past
performance
– Customer relationships,
incumbency
– Teammates

• Assess risk
• Validate bid decision

• Approve Capture Plan
• Validate Win Strategy
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Blue Team
• Use Blue Team to define quality metrics
– What will it take to win this bid?
– What is your bid strategy?
– Defining quality now will lower risk and provide a
benchmark for both writers and reviewers

• Important to consider:
– Customer
– Competitive environment
– Your solution

• Use a SWOT analysis to help frame your bid
strategy
October 21, 2013
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Pink Team
• Strategic review of the writing

• Recommend any necessary

plan, storyboards, outline and
mock-ups
• Clearly communicating our
solution set, win strategy,
customer focus?
• Are we addressing
RFP completely,
fully compliant?

strategic redirection
• A good pink team prevents
authors from writing with
improper emphasis, or about
the wrong topics

October 21, 2013
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Pink Team
Win and Capture Strategies
Verified Outline & Comp. Matrix

RFP Sections L , M, and C

Planned Visuals
Compliance Matrix

PINK
TEAM

Deficiencies/Recommendations
Compliance Matrix
Validation/Redirection on Strategy

Outline/Storyboards/Mock-ups

Conduct a Pink Team to validate the deployment of
your strategy and verify compliance
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Green Team
• Validate Price to Win
• Evaluate cost competitiveness
– Customer budget/should-cost
estimate
– Incumbent prices
– Competitor pricing
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• Pricing strategy supports sales
strategy?
• Assumptions and constraints
captured?
• Compliant with RFP?
• Consistent with
technical/management
volumes?
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Red Team
• Predict proposal scoring
– Easy for evaluators to read,
score quickly, and score us
most favorably?
– Clear, complete, responsive,
fully compliant with RFP?
Red Team

• See if we clearly communicate
•
•
•

•

win strategy, solution set, “Why
us?”
Assess “final” proposal quality
Evaluate for customer focus
Check for completeness and
compliance
Review for consistency, one voice

• Evaluate Proposal for Customer Focus, Completeness,
Communication of Strategy
• Predict how Customer will Score Proposal
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Red Team

Final Proposal Draft
Predicted Scoring

Sections L, M, and C
Assignments/Instructions
Compliance Matrix

RED
TEAM

Strengths and Weaknesses
Compliance Matrix
Recommendations

Review Forms
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Gold Team
• Validate understanding of

• Confirm viability of

prospect issues and
requirements
• Critically assess “robustness”
of proposed tech solution
• Verify price-to-win strategy

management concepts and
approach
• Test final articulation of
proposal discrimination
• Obtain approvals and
signatures
Held 1-2 weeks prior to submittal

Capture

October 21, 2013

Proposal

Post Submittal
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Key Review Elements
Process

Schedule

Successful
Review

Participants

October 21, 2013

Tools
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Process
Process

October 21, 2013

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan the review
Compile the review documents
Hold the review
Consolidate review comments
Hold review debrief
Distribute comments and get well
assignments
• Perform recovery (revise proposal)
21

Review Strategies
• Vertical – Each reviewer evaluates part of

Process

the proposal (section-specific)
– Pros: Bring their area of expertise into play
– Cons: Miss the Big Picture – is the overall
message there and is it clear?

• Horizontal – Ensures consistency and that
the “story” of your proposal comes across
– Pros: helps to ascertain that your major sales
messages (“themes”) carry through the proposal
sections
– Cons: Takes the evaluator longer to do
The best reviews use both strategies.
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Schedule
• Tailor the schedule and number of reviews
•
•
•
•

based on the customer’s schedule
Schedule
Longer bid schedule permits more reviews
The two KEY reviews are Pink Team and Red Team
Pink Team should be held before writing begins
Red Team scheduling is 2/3rds through proposal phase
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Schedule
For each review:
• Prepare in advance
– Give copies of the RFP to reviewers when the RFP comes
out (if you know they will be on the evaluation team)
– Send out materials to entire team 2-3 days before the review

Schedule

• Typical review team time allocations:
– Blue – 2-3 hours
– Pink – 4 hours
– Red – 4 hours to 2 days

• The time needed for each review depends on:
–
–
–
–
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Size and complexity of proposal
Virtual or face-to-face
Size of the team
Logistical complexities
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Selecting Appropriate
Participants
• Independent of Proposal Team
• Strategic thinkers, not box checkers or editors
• Knows the customer & understand the

Participants

•
•
•
•

•
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requirements
Knows what you can provide
Knows strengths and weaknesses
Understands the competition
May be on proposal team, but review parts they
did not write
Understands bid / win strategy
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Color Team Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
Participants
•
•
October 21, 2013

Marketing
Business Development
Capture team members
Senior managers
Key product line personnel
Key subcontractors/team members
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
Others?
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Color Team Tools
• Planning Checklist (step-by-step check-off
document)
• Color Team Guide (agenda, guidelines,
scoring process/sheet, review forms and
instructions)
• Electronic collaboration tools (Privia,
Word, WebEx, SharePoint, ReviewMe)
Tools
• Other materials: RFP, compliance
documents, pens, paper, sticky notes
October 21, 2013
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Review Team Planning
Checklist
• Collect Background Materials:
–
–
–
–
–

RFP
Compliance Matrix
Intelligence/Background
Proposal Outline Template
Storyboards/Mock-ups

• Arrange meeting room/
logistics
• Send out invitation
• Send out materials ahead of
time where possible

• Prepare Review Materials:
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Meeting agenda
Kickoff briefing
Reviewer assignments
Reviewer instructions
Critique/scoring sheets
Proposal sections for each
reviewer, as appropriate

Tools
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Scoring Exercise
• Reviewers rate the section they review using the
Government’s evaluation criteria
• Color coding is used to summarize how well the
section scored: e.g. Purple for exceptional,
Blue for a well-written, fully compliant response,
followed by Green, Yellow and Red if
noncompliant or nonresponsive
• Scores help prioritize proposal rework
Tools
and give writers some indication of
how well they did with their sections
29
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Color Team Tools

Tools

October 21, 2013
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Class Exercise

Divide into 2 teams
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Instructions
• Assign a lead for your Team
• Review all materials and plan your review strategy (hint: due to time
constraints, perhaps assign each resume or subsection to different
reviewer(s))
• Part 1: Assignment Sheet. See your assignment(s)
• Part 2: Compliance Checklist. Check all that comply, and note any
non-compliance; provide constructive suggestions as appropriate
• Part 3: Critique/Scoring Sheet
– Highlight strengths
– Provide constructive suggestions for improvements
– Mock Scoring Exercise: Score each part and the overall section using the
government’s color scheme from Section M

• Consolidate all reviewer comments, and provide debrief to the class
• Time: 30 minutes
October 21, 2013
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What did you learn?

October 21, 2013
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Tips and Tricks
• It helps the process to have the review criteria outlined for the
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

evaluators
Pick review team carefully and well in advance – each brings a
different perspective
At kick-off, provide goals/objectives, ground rules, time limits, and
instructions for review, consolidation, and debrief
Reviews should be organized, comprehensive, positive/
constructive, planned and scheduled as a normal part of the
organization’s bid process
Always have at least one review
Review for the right things at the right time
Include Capture or BD managers in the reviews
Provide review team with appropriate artifacts in advance
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Tips and Tricks
• Highlight known deficiencies to save review time
• Highlight areas that may require review team focus
• Instruct reviewers not to worry about format, spelling, etc. –
•
•
•
•

•
•

that will be handled by Proposal Team
Select a scoring methodology that mirrors the RFP
Establish a clear recovery plan
Have writers incorporate changes from Pink Team into their
writing
Have a smaller group of editors polish the final proposal draft
after Red Team
Hold a lessons learned review to improve the review process
Celebrate successes!
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Conducting Reviews
Virtually
• Review may by done using the “Track
Changes” function of Word, with line-by-line
comments
• The reviewers should have no more than two to
three days to complete their reviews. Once you
have sent out the proposal draft, gently remind
reviewers of the looming deadline
• Use virtual collaboration tools like
Tools
Privia to capture in-line remarks
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Questions?
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For More Information
Maryann Lesnick, APM.APMP, PMP, MOS
Principal Proposal Manager
CA Technologies
2291 Wood Oak Dr.
Herndon, VA 20191
(571) 533-3536
Cell: (703) 581-4781
Maryann.Lesnick@ca.com
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